
Tout Pour Le Toutou is above all the story of Melanie, who,
returning to France after living for years in the United

States, realizes the cruel lack of reliable intermediaries to
look after her pup Malka.

After many disappointments and unhappy experiences,
she left everything to found the first e-concierge with a
network of reliable and verified pet pampers who would

offer services that match the love we have for our
animals: Tout Pour Le Toutou is born!

About us

Melanie
(founder and

CEO) and Malka
(CPO and

muse) on the
left and

Natacha, her
partner and

COO with Motek 



WHY US ?

5 fundamental values

Animal welfare TransparencyReactivity

SecurityProfessionalism

Daycare

Boarding

A wide range of services... 

Dogwalking

Adapted and personalized
solutions when you are

away for a day. Well-being
and relaxation
guaranteed! 

When you’re away for
several days, we offer the

best experience for your pet
with all the attention and

love they need. 

Our carefully selected
walkers are there to stretch

your doggie’s legs while
adapting to your schedule. 



Wellbeing 

Other pet visit

Other services

Cat visit

Training

Grooming

Transport

Our pamperers offer your
cat all the care and

attention they need for a
“meow” stay or visit! 

Our pet-sitters specialized
in care for NACS provide

them with the comfort and
love they need. 

Our professional
behaviorists help you
regain complicity and

serenity with your animal
through positive and caring

education.

Let your pet benefit the
skills of specialists that we
have tested and approved:
osteopathy, massages, etc. 

Our carefully recruited
drivers ensure a journey

that is as pleasant for you
as for your 4-legged

friend over short or long
distances.Our groomers come directly

to your home or welcome
you to their salons to offer

your pet the best care to be
impeccable from nose to

claws! 

For even greater comfort, we
deliver food, toys, accessories

directly to you, etc. We also take
care of administrative procedures

and veterinary documents. 



Our message... 

Tout Pour Le Toutou is more than just a
matchmaking service: it's an e-concierge service

created by and for pet owners, with the aim of
offering personalized services that meet the needs

of both customer and their pet’s.

As such, we personally ensure that EVERY service
we provide is carried out in accordance with our

values, through rigorous follow-up by our
concierges and our teams of veterinary and

behaviorist partners.
 

Tout Pour Le Toutou's aim is to revolutionize pet
services in France, not quantitatively but

qualitatively: we're committed to changing the way
people think about animal welfare.

 

Pamper your animals as we would like ours
to be pampered 



OUR PAWSOME PAMPERERS

75% professionals
of the pet sector 

A rigorous selection
process 

+ 500 service providers
all around France

All our service providers are
covered by our professional

insurance policy taken out with
Axa

Our concierges' mission: to
find the "perfect match"

between pamperer, pet and
owner!



3.

CHOOSE FROM THE PAMPERING
OFFERINGS  

SEND US AN EMAIL
OR CALL US: 

1.

2.

Complete the questionnaire
specifying your needs and

those of your pet  

QUESTIONNAIRE

Once selected, a Whatsapp conversation is created
between the customer, the pamperer and our

concierges for maximum proximity and transparency. 

HOW DOES IT WORK?

? ??

GO TO OUR APP 

OR
concierge@toutpourletoutou.com

06 16 65 26 01

Create your
profile and your

pet’s



@toutpourletoutouconcierge

https://www.instagram.com/toutpourletoutouconcierge/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/tout-pour-le-toutou/
https://www.facebook.com/toutpourletoutouconcierge/
https://www.tiktok.com/@tout.pour.le.toutou

